Reviewing Your Full Audiobook
Congratulations! We’re thrilled you’ve chosen to create your audiobook with Findaway Voices.
Our goal for every recording is to provide you with a natural performance matching the style, tone, heart, and soul of your work.
You will receive an email notification from us after your narrator has finished the full recording and submitted the audiobook for your review.
Now, you should be listening to a finished recording that is ready to publish and reach a world of listeners. Sometimes, though, small errors
do occur, and now is the time that we’ll correct them.

While you review, here are some guidelines for what to listen for:
Any incorrect pronunciations or use of people, places, or other proper names
Any general mispronunciations
Missed phrases or passages of text (this is rare but does occur on occasion)
Extraneous sounds or background effects to be removed (also extremely rare but does occur)

If you encounter any such items, you can provide comments to your narrator using the Add Audio Notes option in our workflow for each
chapter. Any feedback added will go directly to the narrator, and the narrator will be able to comment back to you as updates occur.
You’ll be notified via email whenever you have a new interaction.
When providing comments, you must include a timestamp identifying when the error occurred. For example, if the error occurred
2 minutes and 51 seconds into Chapter 3, you would provide feedback directly in the notes option for Chapter 3, describing the issue
and time (Chapter 3, 2:51 – [Add specific detail of error and correction]).
Once the audiobook meets your approval, select ‘Approve All Audio’ in the workflow and then move ahead to our online checkout
system and pay. During this process, you’ll also be able to finalize pricing, select your distribution options, and submit for publishing!
After we’ve received payment for the audiobook, we’ll publish to the distribution options you selected.
Of course, if you need anything throughout the process, just ask. Our team is always ready to help at any time.

Questions? We’re here for you at support@findawayvoices.com

